CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: RWMC
HOLE ID: RWMC M4D
DATE OF LOG: 08/20/92
PROBE: 9055A  242

SCALE: 10 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 828.35 FT
AZIMUTH: 260.8
DISTANCE: 29.8 FT
+ = 50 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: Argonne Lab
HOLE ID: Site 16
DATE OF LOG: 06/16/94
PROBE: 9055A 242

SCALE: 5 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 640.57 FT
AZIMUTH: 325.7
DISTANCE: 11.3 FT
+ = 50 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE

MAG DECL: 12.5
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS 2
DATE OF LOG: 06/30/05
PROBE: 9057A 1077
SCALE: 2 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 694.95 FT
AZIMUTH: 203.2
DISTANCE: 4.8 FT
+ = 50 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS 8
DATE OF LOG: 07/25/06
PROBE: 9057A 1077
SCALE: 5 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 807.61 FT
AZIMUTH: 263.1
DISTANCE: 11.0 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
MAG DECL: 12.5
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS 22
DATE OF LOG: 04/09/08
PROBE: 9057A 1077

SCALE: 5 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 647.76 FT
AZIMUTH: 2.3
DISTANCE: 12.3 FT
+ = 50 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE

MAG DECL: 12.5
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS 39
DATE OF LOG: 04/21/08
PROBE: 9057A 1077

SCALE: 5 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 492.95 FT
AZIMUTH: 32.2
DISTANCE: 6.3 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE

MAG DECL: 12.5
PLAN VIEW
COMPU-LOG DEVIATION

CLIENT: USGS INEEL PROJECT OFFICE
LOCATION: NR RWMC
HOLE ID: USGS 88
DATE OF LOG: 11/13/97
PROBE: 9055A 242

SCALE: 2 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 662.70 FT
AZIMUTH: 316.5
DISTANCE: 2.4 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
PLAN VIEW
COMPU-LOG DEVIATION

CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS 98
DATE OF LOG: 05/19/05
PROBE: 9057A 1077

SCALE: 10 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 493.60 FT
AZIMUTH: 6.0
DISTANCE: 19.8 FT
+ = 50 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE

MAG DECL: 12.5
PLAN VIEW
COMPU-LOG DEVIATION

CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: CENTRAL
HOLE ID: USGS 99
DATE OF LOG: 05/01/03
PROBE: 9057A   1077

SCALE: 2 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 441.01 FT
AZIMUTH: 208.5
DISTANCE: 1.5 FT
+ = 50 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE

MAG DECL: 12.5
PLAN VIEW
COMPU-LOG DEVIATION

CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS101
DATE OF LOG: 06/16/05
PROBE: 9057A 1077

SCALE: 5 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 841.69 FT
AZIMUTH: 285.6
DISTANCE: 5.8 FT
+ = 150 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS 113
DATE OF LOG: 04/21/08
PROBE: 9057A 1077

SCALE: 25 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 547.47 FT
AZIMUTH: 0.2
DISTANCE: 52.8 FT
+ = 50 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
CLIENT: U.S.G.S., INEL
LOCATION: RWMC
HOLE ID: USGS 117
DATE OF LOG: 03/12/96
PROBE: 9055A 242

SCALE: 10 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 648.41 FT
AZIMUTH: 267.4
DISTANCE: 15.2 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
PLAN VIEW
COMPU-LOG DEVIATION

CLIENT: U.S.G.S., INEL
LOCATION: RWMC
HOLE ID: USGS 119
DATE OF LOG: 03/12/96
PROBE: 9055A 242

SCALE: 10 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 698.21 FT
AZIMUTH: 241.8
DISTANCE: 19.0 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE

MAG DECL: 12.5
PLAN VIEW
COMPU-LOG DEVIATION

CLIENT: U.S.G.S., INEL
LOCATION: BIG SOUTHERN
HOLE ID: USGS 120
DATE OF LOG: 03/06/96
PROBE: 9055A 242

SCALE: 5 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 697.82 FT
AZIMUTH: 77.5
DISTANCE: 0.8 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: ICPP
HOLE ID: USGS-121
DATE OF LOG: 06/25/93
PROBE: 9055A 242

SCALE: 2 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 478.86 FT
AZIMUTH: 8.3
DISTANCE: 3.8 FT
+ = 50 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE

MAG DECL: 12.5
PLAN VIEW
COMPU-LOG DEVIATION

CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION:
HOLE ID: USGS 124
DATE OF LOG: 10/22/93
PROBE: 9055A 242

SCALE: 5 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 784.82 FT
AZIMUTH: 327.7
DISTANCE: 11.1 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
⊙ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS 125
DATE OF LOG: 07/20/06
PROBE: 9057A 1077

SCALE: 2 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 768.84 FT
AZIMUTH: 330.3
DISTANCE: 4.6 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
CLIENT: usgs
LOCATION: 1
HOLE ID: USGS 129
DATE OF LOG: 05/29/02
PROBE: 9055A 242

SCALE: 5 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 732.88 FT
AZIMUTH: 180.9
DISTANCE: 10.4 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS 136
DATE OF LOG: 05/05/11
PROBE: 9057A 1077

SCALE: 5 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 1043.02 FT
AZIMUTH: 33.0
DISTANCE: 11.0 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE
CLIENT: USGS
LOCATION: INEEL
HOLE ID: USGS 140
DATE OF LOG: 07/08/13
PROBE: 9057A 1077

SCALE: 2 FT/IN
TRUE DEPTH: 543.74 FT
AZIMUTH: 54.3
DISTANCE: 2.4 FT
+ = 100 FT INCR
○ = BOTTOM OF HOLE